
 
 

 
 

Licensing & Out of Hours Compliance Team - Representation 

Name Margaret Lewis 

Job Title Neighbourhood Compliance Officer 

Department Licensing and Out of Hours Compliance Team 

Address Level 1, Town Hall Extension, Manchester, M60 2LA 

Email Address margaret.lewis@manchester.gov.uk 

Telephone Number 0161 234 1838 

 

Premise Details 

Application Ref No 268403 

Name of Premises Beehouse 

Address Arch 2, Deansgate Locks, Whitworth Street West, 
Manchester, M1 5LH 

 

Representation 

Outline your representation regarding the above application below. This 
representation should describe the likely effect of the grant of the 
licence/certificate on the licensing objectives and on the vicinity of the 
premises.  

Licensing and out of hours team (LOOHT) have assessed the likely impact of 
granting the TEN, taking into account a numbers of factors, including, the 
nature of the area in which the premises is located, the hours applied for and 
any potential risk that the granting of this TEN could undermine the licensing 
objectives. 
 
The applicant has applied to host a charity event that is organised by polish 
people all over world on last Sun of Jan, to which they want Children to  
during event we will collect money, hold the auctions, there will be 
live music performance, entertainment for kids (face painting, games etc.), hot 
and cold snacks served.  It is an event where people attend with whole 
families. 
 
LOOH feel that the location of the premises for the event, which is located in 
the area referred to as Deansgate locks, which consist of 5 nightclubs by a 
canal, is not the ideal place to hold a family event with children.  
 
During a Sunday day (the day applied for) the nightclubs are mainly acting 
bars attracting people out to eat, as the evening sets in however the 
atmosphere changes to people out for a good time, With potentially hundreds 
of people on the locks early evening moving between or, to the venues.  
 
Deansgate Locks is not a location associated with families, the applicant has 
not expressed how they intend to uphold the licensing objective of protecting 
children from harm. 
 
Given the information outlined above LOOH ask that the application be 
refused.    

Recommendation:                              Refuse Application 

 


